THE KERALA LAW ACADEMY LAW COLLEGE
2ND DAS NATIONALE GESETZ FEST
2nd BEST MIND’S DEBATE COMPETITION, 2022

COMPETITION RULES
1. The language of the competition will be in English.
2. Two teams will be competing against each other, each team consisting of two
members.
3. The competition is open only for law students (UG/ PG students from recognized
universities).
4. The amount for Registration is Rs. 500
5. One speaker from each team will have to present for the motion while the other
speaks against the motion.
6. There shall be only limited number of teams and preference shall be given in order of
their registration.
7. The competition shall consist of 2 rounds: Preliminary Round and Final Round.
8. The Topics for the competition are: 9. For the Preliminary Round, each speaker shall be allowed to speak for 1 minute and
the rebuttal will be of 90 seconds.
10. For the Final Round, each speaker shall be allowed to speak for 3 minutes, and the
rebuttal will be of 150 seconds.
11. As per the Draw of Lots, Speaker 1 (for the motion) of a team shall individually
contest with Speaker 2 (against the motion) of the other team. The cumulative marks
of both the speakers of one team shall decide the position of the team and its further
promotion to the Final Round.
12. At the end of their presentation each speaker may face questions from the Judges.
13. The Speakers shall not disclose their identities and shall only represent themselves by
the Team Codes allotted to them.
14. The participants will be judged based on the criteria that may include the construction,
content, delivery as well as diction of their presentation.
15. The decision of judges shall be final.
16. The dress code for the competition shall be black and white formals only.
17. Use of foul or obscene language will lead to disqualification.
18. Participants can use any source of information during preparatory period. No book,
document or electronic gadget shall be allowed to the participant while speaking.

19. Participants must keep their videos on visible mode during and throughout the
participation in the session.
20. Participants should ensure proper network connectivity before and during the session.
21. Participants shall not be given any extra time for speaking in case of disconnection
due to low network or any technical glitch from the participant’s side.
22. In case there arise any technical issues from the part of the hosting college, the time
limit shall be extended accordingly.
23. All participants must refrain from disclosing the identity of themselves and their
institution at any time and in any manner, during their participation in the
competition.
24. The organizers reserve the right to alter or change the rules or the procedure of the
competition.
25. On all appeals and disputes, the participants may approach the principal and the
decision of the principal shall be final.
26. All the rounds will be online, on platforms such as zoom or google meet.
27. All participants will be awarded with E certificates.
28. Winners will be awarded Rs.3000/- 29. Best speaker will be awarded Rs.1500
HOW TO REGISTER
1. The Provisional Registration can be made via WhatsApp through Contact nos.
8891001101(WhatsApp).
2. The Provisional Registration shall contain the following matter: - Name of the
Participant, Name of the college, Contact Number of both the participants.
3. After the provincial Registration a link for direct registration will be given to the
participants to the number through which the registration is made.
4. The details of the payment will be provided in the link.
5. The last date for Registration is March 15th.
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